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Top 10 Ways to Worry Less 
in Our Wireless World



TEXT vs. TALK



It is usually safer to text than to talk on a mobile phone. To make 
it as safe as possible, set the phone on a hard surface while 

texting to avoid prolonged hand exposure to radiation. 
And remember, never text while driving.
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PUT IT WHERE?



Well, a purse or a case with a strap that keeps it away at 
least 7-10” from your body is best.  The phones emit radiation 

anytime they are sending or receiving signal—which could 
happen anytime the phone is ON.  So definitely avoid  putting it 
anywhere against that beautiful body of yours— so that would 

be not in pockets of pants, in shirts or tucked into your bra.   
Remember, radiation shielding devices, like buttons— have not 

been proven to work.
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KEEP YOUR DISTANCE



For best EMF protection, keep the mobile phone away from 
your body at least 7-12 inches when on a call. The plume of 

radiation dissipates the further it gets from the phone—in some 
cases that’s 5” sometimes it’s an entire 12”s  It measures the 

highest, closest to the antenna.
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STAY STILL



Avoid using your mobile phone in a moving car, train, bus, 
or in rural areas where there is varying distance from a cell 

tower. Long distance and varying distance from a cell tower will 
increase cell phone’s radiation output and cell phone health 

risks. When moving, the phone’s radiation levels spike and peak 
while attempting to maintain signal strength from cell towers.
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YOU’RE SO SMART



Set your smart phone to download emails when you ask it to.  
When the phone “fetches” data, you’re exposed to increased 

radiation. Every time email or any kind of notification from one of 
your apps is “pushed:,   Information Carrying Radio Waves(these 
are the ones that seem to negatively effect our bodies the most) 

are received. Some location, mapping and gps features are 
pinging constantly.  Limiting these will limit your exposure to cell 
phone radiation.  More information in videos on Safertech.com
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WIRE UP



The most important tip–When you do talk on your 
mobile phone, use a quality wired headset and make 
sure the phone is   sitting on the seat next to you or 

on a table—not in your hand or on you lap.
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SLEEP SWEET



We’ve heard this is trend for kids 
and teens--Never sleep with the 
phone next to you or under your 

pillow in operating mode.
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AIRPLANE MODE



The best EMF protection, and you can prove this with an EMF 
meter or EMF detector is to turn that phone to “airplane” to 
disable the transmitter anytime you’re not using the phone.  
That’s totally safe--when you turn it back on, place it on a 

surface and let it download your incoming messages and texts 
while you’re not holding it.
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WATCH THAT LIGHT 



Actually, don’t watch that light—studies have shown the phones 
screen emits so much blue light that it can interfere with 

melatonin production and keep you awake and even make you 
hungry!  iPhone has a Nightshift function and other phones 

also allow you to turn he blue light of your phone to a warmer 
yellow/orange tone—to see how to access this function, there’s 
a Nightshift video on Safertech.com or you get a pair of orange 

glasses—check out that video too.
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DO YOU KNOW 
WHERE YOU ARE?  



Your phone does.  Every phone has the ability to track your 
location and it will and worse, it will send that information to 
various apps on you phone.  But you have the controls.  So 

use them.  Check your phones settings and turn OFF Location 
Settings if you would like to keep that information to yourself.
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